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2019 LEGISLATIVE SURVEY RESULTS

1. Given the increasing complexity and cost of county 
jail services, such as drug treatment, mental health 
counseling and general health care, do you believe 
counties should be encouraged by the state to form 
regional jails to concentrate experts and reduce costs?

2. Should the state incentivize collaboration between 
local governments and water utilities to ensure they 
are adequately repairing or replacing aging and unsafe 
water infrastructure?

3. In early 2018, the federal government approved 
Indiana’s work requirement for Medicaid and 
Healthy Indiana Plan enrollees. Exempted from 
this requirement are Hoosiers who are older, have 
disabilities or are sick, as well as those who are 
currently in school, job training, or serving as a 
family caretaker. Do you think this is a fair policy to 
encourage economic self-sufficiency?

4. Do you believe your local public schools are 
transparent enough in how they make budgeting 
decisions, such as for teachers, administrators and 
facilities?
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5. The state sends a total of nearly $7 billion in 
education funding directly to public schools – this 
figure does NOT include federal and local property tax 
dollars schools receive. This averages nearly $6,700 
per student. The nearly $7 billion in state funding can 
be used for whatever educational purposes the school 
desires. Do you support increasing, decreasing or 
holding flat education funding? 

6. According to the latest analysis, on average less than 
60 percent of public school expenditures make it to 
the classroom for things such as teacher salaries and 
instructional technology. This means that more than 40 
percent of school expenditures are going toward things 
like corporation administrators, and operation and 
maintenance of facilities. Would you support legislation 
that would require increasing the amount of public 
school expenditures that go to the classroom?

7. Do you believe Indiana, like some other states, 
should implement drug testing as a requirement 
to receive TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy 
Families), a state-funded welfare benefit? 

8. Currently, Indiana judges have the ability to consider 
the motivations of criminals and the characteristics of 
their victims when determining sentencing. Would you 
support a new hate crimes law that judges could use 
to automatically enhance criminal sentencing in these 
instances? 
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